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I found the 3rd edition (2008) of Savitch's book, which C++98 did, very useful. Since then, the C++11 standard came out, and to inform myself, I got this 6th edition (2016). Many things were changed/added to the language between C++98 and C++11, so I was expecting to see a significant amount of new material in the 6th edition. I was
disappointed. There is only about 4 percent of the new material on C++11 in the first 19 chapters (which covers the first 922 pages). Chapter 20 should be the last chapter, but it is actually completely missing from the text (see below). Only four C++11 features are included in each depth, as a new attachment, which adds 16 pages on
C++11 - about 4 pages per topic. Not enough, IMHO. But what I found really annoying was that chapter 20 (Patterns and UML), a very important chapter, was moved in its entirety to an online version for the 6th edition (can't tell if this is true for editions 4 to 5). And you need a special code to access Chapter 20, which is not transferable.
Since I bought my book used, I was using SOL (no access unless I want to buy a new code for $24!). Now, there's plenty of great stuff here for someone who is learning C++. But if, like me, you are considering this edition as an upgrade to C++11 to learn, all I can say is unless you only need a fleeting understanding, don't bother. Find a
more detailed title on the subject. Don't buy this edition. Save your $$ and buy an earlier edition that includes Chapter 20 (even the 3rd would cover almost anything later editions do), and use other resources to pick up C++11 skills. For courses in computer programming for business and engineering. This package includes
MyProgrammingLab™ Introduction and Progress in C++ Programming Absolute C++ is a comprehensive introduction to the C++ programming language. The text is organized around the specific use of C++, giving students the opportunity to fully master the language. Adaptable to a wide range of users, the text is suitable for beginner to
advanced programmers who are familiar with the C++ language. The sixth edition covers everything from basic syntax to more advanced subjects such as polymorphism, exception handling and the Standard Template Library, making it ideal for both novice and intermediate students. Absolute C++ is updated to reflect the latest changes
in the C++ language and teaches students to become proficient in a widely used and important programming language. Personalize Learning with MyProgrammingLab MyProgrammingLab is an online learning system designed to engage students and improve outcomes. MyProgrammingLab consists of a set of programming exercises
that are correlated to specific Pearson CS1/Intro to textbooks. Through exercises and direct, personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab improves the programming skills of novice students who often struggle with the basic concepts of programming languages. Learn to personalize MyProgrammingLab™ MyProgrammingLab is an online
learning system designed to engage students and improve outcomes. MyProgrammingLab consists of a set of programming exercises that are correlated to specific Pearson CS1/Intro to Programming textbooks. Through exercises and direct, personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab improves the programming skills of novice students
who often struggle with the basic concepts of programming languages. With MyProgrammingLab you involve your students in the course material before, during and after the lesson with a variety of activities and assessments. Interactive Practice helps students gain first-hand programming experience in an interactive online environment.
Step-by-step VideoNote tutorials improve the programming concepts presented in your Peerson textbook by enabling students to view the entire problem-solving process outside the classroom when they need the most help. Pearson eText gives students access to their textbooks anytime, anywhere. In addition to creating, marking, and
bookmarking, the Pearson eText offers interactive and sharing features. Rich media options allow students to watch lectures and sample videos as they read or do their homework. Instructors can share their comments or highlights, and students can add their own comments, creating a close-knit community of students in your class. The
Pearson eText companion app allows existing subscribers to access their titles on an iPad or Android tablet for online or offline viewing. Dynamic assessment and assessment ensure that your students' submissions are automatically reviewed, both saving you time, and providing students with immediate learning opportunities. Gradebook
results can be exported to Excel to use with your LMS. Absolute C++ includes the following features to facilitate learning: UPDATED! All the material is up-to-date with the latest information about the C++ language UPDATED! Introduction to C++ 11 in the context of C++ 98 includes new whole types, automatic type, rough stringlitals,
strong encirclements, nullptr, varied for loop, conversion between strings and integers, initialization and construct orderlegation. New! Chapter 1 includes a new short introduction to reading data from a file text so that students can solve relevant, complex problems early in the text. New! Chapter 12 has a new section that teaches students
to use string stream to convert between string and other data types. New! Chapter 13 now describes tail revalsia and contains a new example of mutual recursion. New! Additional material has been added to the sort text, the default template library, iterators, and exception processing. New! An attachment has been added that the class
regular expressions, threads and smart pointers. Revised! Errata has been corrected. A flexible text easy to adapt to individual course structure Subject presentation allows instructors to accommodate the text to their course without losing Material. Chapter introduction leads instructors by telling them what information students need to
know before they approach the upcoming chapter. Chapters cover introductory to advanced topics in C++ able to be used in different course levels. Advanced C++ topics include virtual features, templates, and exceptions. The Sixth Edition is fully compatible with the latest ANSI/ISO C++ standards. Pedagogical characteristics facilitate
the learning of a complex programming language Overview subjects provide short summaries of important points in each chapter to strengthen core concepts. Self-test exercises and answers enable students to test their knowledge of important topics. Readers can check their answers at the end of the chapter to keep track of their
understanding of the information. Abundant code displays explain potentially confusing or difficult parts of the code. Tips instruct readers on best programming practices, why they are recommended, and how they can be performed effectively. Pitfalls warn readers about common mistakes and how to avoid them. Examples include
complete programs that solve a specific problem, with a comprehensive code view that highlights the useful features of C++. The summaries of the chapters provide concise overviews of the fundamental concepts of each chapter. New! 15 Programming projects have been added to the text that challenges readers to design and
implement a C++ program to solve a problem. An accompanying website provides additional information to facilitate the learning process The student support material available on the Companion website includes self-monitoring quizzes, source code, PowerPoint® slides, and VideoNotes. New! 5 VideoNotes have been added to the
accompanying site that explains programming concepts in the text in step-by-step video tutorials. With these videos, students can amplify important concepts and view the entire problem-solving process outside the classroom. VideoNotes are indicated by an icon in the text. Updated! All the material is up-to-date with the latest information
about the C++ language UPDATED! Introduction to C++ 11 in the context of C++ 98 includes new whole types, automatic type, rough stringlitals, strong encirclements, nullptr, varied for loop, conversion between strings and integers, initialization and construct orderlegation. Chapter 1 includes a new short introduction to reading data from
a file text so that students can solve relevant, complex problems early in the text. Chapter 12 has a new section that teaches students to use string stream to convert between string and other data types. Chapter 13 now describes tail revalsia and contains a new example of mutual recursion. additional material has been added in the sort
text, the default template library, iterators, and the processing of exceptions. An attachment has been added that introduces the STD class::array, regular expressions, threads, and smart pointers. Revised! Errata has been corrected. Pedagogical features facilitate learning a complex programming language 15 Programming Programming
added to the text that challenges readers to design and implement a C++ program to solve a problem. An accompanying website provides additional information to facilitate the learning process 5 VideoNotes have been added to the accompanying site that explains programming concepts in the text in step-by-step video tutorials. With
these videos, students can amplify important concepts and view the entire problem-solving process outside the classroom. VideoNotes are indicated by an icon in the text. Chapter 1 C++ BASICS 1 Chapter 2 FLOW OF CONTROLS 45 Chapter 3 FUNCTION BASICS 99 Chapter 4 PARAMETERS AND OVERLOAD 145 Chapter 5
ARRAYS 185 Chapter 6 STRUCTURES AND CLASSES 239 Chapter 7 Constructors and OTHER INSTRUMENTS 275 Chapter 8 OVERLOAD OPERATORING, FRIENDS, AND REFERENCES 321 Chapter 9 STRINGS 367 Chapter 10 POINTERS AND DYNAMIC ARRAYS 419 Chapter 11 SEPARATE COMPILATION AND
NAMESPACES 471 Chapter 12 STREAMS AND FILE I/O 51 5 Chapter 1 3 RECURSION 571 Chapter 14 INHERITANCE 613 Chapter 15 Polymorphism and virtual features 661 Chapter 16 templates 693 Chapter 17 LINKED DATA STRUCTURES 73 1 Chapter 1 18 EXCEPTION HANDLING 825 Chapter 19 STANDARD TEMPLATE
LIBRARY 857 Chapter 20 PATTERNS AND UML (online on www.pearsonhighered.com/savitch) Appendix 1 C++ KEYWORDS 915 APPENDIX 2 PRIORT OF OPERATOR AND 917 APPENDIX 3 THE ASCII CHARACTER SET 919 APPENDIX 4 SOME LIBRARY FUNCTIONS 921 APPENDIX 5 OLD AND NEW HEADER FILES 929
INDEX 931 FORMAT WEBSITE ISBN-13 : 9780134219936 Online purchase price $94.99 Availability MyLab Programming without Pearson eText -- Instant Access -- for Absolute C++, 6th Edition Test Bank for Absolute C++, 6th Edition PowerPoint Lecture Slides for Absolute C++, 6th Edition TestGen for Absolute C++, 6th Edition
Source Code Listing for Absolute C++, 6th Edition Instructor Solutions Manual for Absolute C++, 6th Edition Show Information Order for Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 | Pear kisses | 1008 pp Format Non-bound (Marketable) ISBN-13: 9780133970982 MSRP $119.99 Availability Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 | Pearson Format Unbound
(Saleable) with Access Card ISBN-13: 9780134227078 MSRP $126.65 Availability Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 | Pear kisses | 1008 pp Size Paper ISBN-13: 9780133970784 MSRP $173.32 Availability Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 | Pearson Format Kit/Package/ShrinkWrap ISBN-13: 9780134225395 MSRP $179.99 Availability Availability
Online Purchase Price $126.65 This package includes: Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 Untethered (Saleable) S ©2016 Access Code Card Package ISBN-9780134225395 Availability Online Purchase Price $179.99 This package includes: Savitch &amp; Mock ©2016 Paper Sitch &amp; Mock ©2016 Access Code Card Card Card Card
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